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dispensers (two of which are currently
in progress).
A new 50ml tottle made from a
“soft-squeeze” material extends the
range from


. The particularly soft tottle
bends just like a tube and is easy to
squeeze. In addition the material has a
barrier performance that makes it ideally suitable for sun protection products.
,
first of its
2013 collection, with its aluminium
handle, has a retractable brush and is




new one-handed dispensing system offers a new,
cleaner gesture for cotton pad
applications of water-like formulations. With its bi-injection design featuring a transparent
lid it is convenient
for baby care and
facial cleansing.
Developed
by
’s manufacturing
partner
using its
patented technolo
gy, the
allows the user to
easily spread the
product over the desired area, with no
mess involved. It is
designed with an inbuilt comb that can
be angled as desired – up to 360 degrees so that, for example, hair colour
products can be applied without the
need for gloves. The pump is unlocked
with a simple twist and dosage is fixed
at 0.80 cc per stroke. As there are no
metal parts in the product path it does
not interfere with hair treatment formulations.
from
The two-part
prevents any air remaining in the tube
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after product use. In this way a combination of the polyfoil’s barrier properties and the new two-part valve means
that oxygen-sensitive products are
well protected right from the first
opening of the tube.

has extended
its standard range of airless dispensers
 . By turning the upper
with
part of the container, which is modelled on the company’s slimline
pump system, the dispensing head
is revealed. As a result, the overall
pack, developed in close co-operation
with the Packaging Department of
 can mimic the appearance
of a conventional overcapped dispenser to match product range branding while offering fast access to the
product. The dispenser, available in
three standard sizes, offers consistent
controlled dosing and hygienic application of lotions, creams and gels. In
addition, the dispenser automatically
closes in the ‘down’ position to protect
the contents.

skin care range
has now been extended with the Allegra Color Cosmetic Line. The simple,
clear lines work well alone as well as in
a series. The range includes various
sizes of bottle, with screw caps or
pumps, two sizes of jar, and three glass
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available with 2 tones of synthetic hair
but also with natural hair.

In addition to the
(three make-up themes translated into 12 custom designed cosmetic


 prespencils)
ents its make-up highlight under the

. The range
slogan “
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helps create a fresh, natural appearance for eyebrows with just a few simple strokes. The wooden liner, with 2
tone-on-tone shades that balance the
natural brow colour, provides depth
and an illusion of hair in one stroke.

for high precision eye lining is a queen-size liner with an extralong, tapered tip for a fine or bold line.
The quick-drying, waterproof formulation with concentrated carbon black
provides a long-lasting, crease-proof



line. The













 



the brush hairs return to their original
shape after each application, and also
over a long period of use.
presents the
collection
with a unique head shape for precise
application. The blend of fibres is
curved to fit the face’s natural contours
for a more precise and lasting applicaand
tion. In addition
collections, the

and

,
new additions to the
and
collections are to be presented.
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Further information can be found on the Internet
(see Internet panel)

with its highly pigmented deep matt or
metallic shades has a pointed felt tip.

is a long-lasting brush-on
top coat for lashes in flashy metallic
colours with multi-dimensional
sparkles. The non-flaking and nonhardening lightweight gel raises the
lashes by brushing “upwards”.
is an intensive nail care for “on
the go” with a combination of vitamins,
collagen, polymers and bamboo extract to restore the elasticity of the nail
plate and prevent dehydration.
will be presenting eyeliner and
lip pencils with a memory effect where
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